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Rec2 Interplay with both Brh2 and Rad51 Balances Recombinational
Repair in Ustilago maydis
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Rec2 is the single Rad51 paralog in Ustilago maydis. Here, we find that Rec2 is required for radiation-induced
Rad51 nuclear focus formation but that Rec2 foci form independently of Rad51 and Brh2. Brh2 foci also form
in the absence of Rad51 and Rec2. By coprecipitation from cleared extracts prepared from Escherichia coli cells
expressing the proteins, we found that Rec2 interacts physically not only with Rad51 and itself but also with
Brh2. Transgenic expression of Brh2 in rec2 mutants can effectively restore radiation resistance, but the
frequencies of spontaneous Rad51 focus formation and allelic recombination are elevated. The Dss1-indepen-
dent Brh2-RPA70 fusion protein is also active in restoring radiation sensitivity of rec2 but is hyperactive to an
extreme degree in allelic recombination and in suppressing the meiotic block of rec2. However, the high
frequency of chromosome missegregation in meiotic products is an indicator of a corrupted process. The
results demonstrate that the importance of Rec2 function is not only in stimulating recombination activity but
also in ensuring that recombination is properly controlled.

Repair of DNA damaged by double-strand breakage or rep-
lication fork collapse can take advantage of a homologous
sequence for use as a template in directing accurate correction.
Rad51 provides the essential homologous pairing and DNA
strand exchange activity required for homology-directed or
recombinational repair (53). In mitotic cells, Rad51 alone is
sufficient to power homologous pairing (47), while in meiotic
cells, Dmc1 can contribute through its own innate homolo-
gous-pairing activity (6, 43). Accumulating evidence points to a
choreographed interaction between Rad51 and BRCA2 as a
critical mechanism governing recombinational repair (25, 40,
48). Assembly of Rad51 into its catalytically active form, the
nucleoprotein filament generated through Rad51 polymeriza-
tion on single-stranded DNA, appears to be regulated both
positively and negatively by BRCA2. There is evidence for
control at three levels of Rad51 filament dynamics. Biochem-
ical analyses using Brh2, the BRCA2-related protein from Us-
tilago maydis, demonstrate that it can function to nucleate
Rad51 assembly at the site of a double-strand/single-strand
DNA junction, the prerequisite structure for recombinational
repair arising from resection of a double-strand DNA end to
reveal a protruding 3� single-stranded tail (60). On the other
hand, molecular genetic experimentation using U. maydis (31)
as well as biochemical studies using synthetic peptides model-
ing BRC elements from the human BRCA2 (21) suggest a role
in organizing or stabilizing Rad51 filaments. In contrast, work
with BRC peptides has also provided evidence for a role in
filament disassembly (14), interference with Rad51 focus for-
mation (11), and inhibition of recombination and repair (51),

although these effects could have resulted from the very high
levels of BRC peptides used.

Regulated assembly of the filament appears balanced on the
one hand by the interaction of Rad51 with BRCA2’s BRC-
containing domain, located in the central third of the primary
sequence (5, 7, 12), and on the other hand with a second
domain located at the extreme C terminus of BRCA2 (CRE
[C-terminal Rad51-interacting element]) (see below) (44). The
BRC domain comprises eight reiterated sequences of about 30
amino acids each whose structure has been proposed to mimic
an element in Rad51 that provides a critical determinant at the
polymerization interface gluing Rad51 molecules into a chain
(39, 46). Rad51 interaction with the C-terminal domain is
controlled by phosphorylation of a key BRCA2 residue that is
targeted by cyclin-dependent kinases (15). Proper Rad51 fila-
ment assembly at DNA sites of repair requires a precisely
coordinated interplay between BRCA2’s Rad51-interacting
domains and its DNA/DSS1 binding domain. The latter con-
sists of a tandem array of oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide
binding (OB) folds, with a double-helical tower emerging from
one topped by a helix-turn-helix, and a helical domain that is
laced to the adjacent OB folds by the intertwining small acidic
protein DSS1 (59). The recent reports that BRCA2 from Ara-
bidopsis thaliana interacts with Dmc1 as well as with Rad51
(49), together with the observation that an N-terminal frag-
ment of the BRCA2-related protein CeBRC-2 from Caeno-
rhabditis elegans interacts with the Rad51 paralog RFS-1 (36),
raise the notion that the regulatory circuitry of BRCA2 in
recombinational repair extends more broadly in scope than
previously considered.

The Ustilago maydis Brh2 protein is a streamlined version of
the mammalian BRCA2 protein exhibiting a similar modular
arrangement (28). There is only a single BRC element and a
more circumscribed DNA/Dss1 binding domain. A C-terminal
Rad51-interacting domain is present but has not yet been char-
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acterized (Q. Zhou, M. Kojic, and W. K. Holloman, unpub-
lished observations). The Rad51 ortholog of U. maydis, on the
other hand, is highly conserved and is very similar in sequence
and size to the mammalian counterparts (17). But peculiar to
U. maydis is Rec2, the single but very divergent Rad51 paralog
(42). In most systems that have been examined in detail, for
instance, vertebrates, plants, flies, budding and fission yeasts,
and other fungi whose genomes have been sequenced, the
Rad51-related proteins are more elaborated in number. There
are exceptions, such C. elegans, in which there appears to be
only a single Rad51-related gene, in this case of unknown
function (8), but in general, it seems that there are multiple
mitotically expressed paralogs plus a meiosis-specific Dmc1-
like protein. Thus, it might be speculated that the single para-
log represented by Rec2 is an indicator of a prototypic or more
primal recombinational repair system in U. maydis (see the
annotated genome at http://mips.gsf.de/genre/proj/ustilago/).
In any event, inactivation of any of the above-described pro-
teins, Rec2, Rad51, or Brh2, results in a similar phenotype of
profound loss of resistance to DNA clastogens, deficiency in
mitotic recombination and mutation avoidance, and failure to
complete meiosis, and furthermore, epistasis analysis has indi-
cated a common pathway of operation (3, 17, 23, 28).

In line with the BRCA2 paradigm developed in higher or-
ganisms, interaction between U. maydis Brh2 and Rad51 has
been established by a combination of biochemical studies in-
volving copurification of the proteins and affinity pull-down
procedures (60). Evidence for a physical interaction between
Rec2 and Rad51 has also been obtained by yeast two-hybrid
analysis, which again is in accord with the emerging paradigm
of Rad51 interplay with paralogs (29). Thus, Rad51, as the
ultimate executor in catalyzing DNA strand exchange, appears
to be organized and directed to an appropriate and active
condition for homologous pairing through interplay with Brh2
and Rec2. In other systems, the meiotically expressed Dmc1
has been shown to be capable of supporting strand invasion in
an ATP-dependent manner (43), but to date, there is no evi-
dence that any of the other mitotically or somatically expressed
paralogs can promote this reaction (32, 33). In contrast, bio-
chemical studies have revealed that Rec2 itself can catalyze
homologous pairing and strand exchange reactions with cofac-
tor requirements similar to that of Rad51 (4), thus raising
questions about the nature of their hierarchical arrangement
and their functional dedication.

An intriguing overlap was observed in the phenotype of the
brh2 mutant and the dominant-negative rec2-197 allele with
respect to meiotic chromosome segregation. Using heterozy-
gous crosses involving the brh2 null mutant, the meiotic prog-
eny exhibited extremely high frequencies of aneuploidy (28).
This was reminiscent of the earlier observations made with
heterozygous crosses involving rec2-197, which was considered
to exert its dominant-negative effect through an interaction
between an N-terminal amino acid stretch of 174 residues
expressed by this allele and one or more presumed members of
the Rec2 interactive network (29). Rad51 was the first inter-
acting partner of Rec2 to be identified, and preliminary testing
of it with the Rec2 N-terminal domain by yeast two-hybrid
analysis provided evidence for the interaction as well (29).
Unfortunately, determining whether there was an interaction
with Brh2 or establishing the identity of any additional Rec2-

interacting partners proved to be problematical by two-hybrid
methodology, as there was elevated transcriptional activation
of the reporter gene caused by fusion of the N-terminal Rec2
polypeptide with the Gal4 DNA binding domain.

Given the biochemical evidence that Rec2 resembles Rad51
in possessing an innate homologous-pairing activity plus the
genetic evidence for an epistatic relationship between the
structural genes in DNA repair, together with the idea that
chromosome disjunction during meiosis might present a point
of intersection of both Brh2 and Rec2 function, we were curi-
ous to learn more about the interplay between the two. Here,
we have analyzed molecular genetic and physical relationships
between Rec2 and Brh2. We find that Rec2 interacts directly
with Brh2 as well as with Rad51 and that the requirement for
Rec2 in repair and recombination can be partially bypassed by
increasing the level of expression of Brh2. The findings suggest
that Rec2 functions in establishing the assembly of the Rad51
filament.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

U. maydis strains and methods. Manipulations with U. maydis, culture meth-
ods, gene transfer procedures, and survival after irradiation have been described
previously (19, 24, 28). Haploid strains utilized for testing survival after irradia-
tion or in crosses to measure meiotic recombination included UCM54 (rec2-1
pan1-1 nar1-1 a1b1), UCM350 (pan1-1 nar1-6 a1b1), UCM565 (�brh2 pan1-1
nar1-6 a1b1) UCM567 (nar1-1 a2b2), UCM626 (rec2-53 nar1-6 a2b2), and
UCM628 (�rad51 pan1-1 nar1-6 a1b1). Mitotic allelic recombination was mea-
sured in UCM96 (ino1-4/ino1-5 pan1-1/� met1-2/� nic1-1/� ade1-1/�)- and
UCM110 (ino1-4/ino1-5 rec2-1/rec2-1 pan1-1/� met1-2/� nic1-1/� ade1-1/�)-
transformed derivatives as Ino� prototroph formation after plating cultures onto
inositol-free medium. The rec2 mutant alleles rec2-1 and rec2-53 are both dele-
tions resulting in a complete loss of function and have been described previously
(29). Meiotic allelic recombination was measured after germinating teliospores
on rich medium (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% sucrose [YEPS]) for 36 h at
30°C. Cells were collected and spread for random-products analysis on minimal
medium with supplements and containing nitrate as the sole source of nitrogen.
Nar� recombinants were identified after incubation for 5 days. ino, met, nic, pan,
nar, and ab indicate auxotrophic requirements for inositol, methionine, nicotinic
acid, and pantothenic acid, inability to metabolize nitrate, and mating type loci,
respectively. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence microscopy and dif-
ferential interference contrast imaging of live cells were performed on cells
transformed with a set of self-replicating plasmids expressing GFP-Rad51
(pCM1001), GFP-Rec2 (pCM1049), or GFP-Brh2 (pCM1053) as previously
described (34). In each case, the same vector containing the gap promoter for
driving expression of the GFP-tagged protein and harboring a gene for hygro-
mycin resistance for selection was used. Cells were irradiated with UV by a
germicidal lamp emitting at 254-nm or by gamma rays delivered from a 60Co
source. Approximately 200 cells of each genotype were inspected for focus
formation before and at each time point after irradiation.

Plasmid construction and methods. Plasmid pMAL-C2 (New England Bio-
labs) derivatives were engineered to express target proteins in Escherichia coli as
C-terminal fusions of maltose binding protein (MBP). For expression of MBP-
Brh2, the fusion was from Brh2 amino acid residues 106 to 1075, (Brh2106–1075).
For expression of MBP-BRC, the fusion included a 91-residue peptide,
Brh2260–350. Point mutations F294A and T296A were introduced into the BRC
peptide by site-directed mutagenesis using oligonucleotides and standard proce-
dures. For expression of MBP-Rec2, the fusion utilized the complete open
reading frame Rec21–781 derived from pCM538 (4). The open reading frame for
Rec2 was introduced into pET28a (Novagen) for expression of the protein with
an N-terminal His tag. Rec2-NT, the Rec2 N-terminal fragment (Rec21–174), was
expressed in pET28a as a His tag fusion. Full-length Rad511–339 was expressed
without a tag in pACYC-Duet (Novagen) or with a His tag in pET28a. Several
plasmids used for protein expression in U. maydis have been described previ-
ously. Self-replicating pUC-based vectors contain a U. maydis ARS, the glycer-
aldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase promoter (gap) for driving expression, and
a gene expressing hygromycin resistance as a selectable marker. These plasmids
and the proteins expressed (in parentheses) are as follows: pCM955 (empty
vector), pCM973 (Brh2), pCM1023 (Brh2-RPA70), pCM1030 (Rad51),
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pCM1031 (Rec2), and pCM1040 (RPA70). Derivatives expressing Rad51, Rec2,
and Brh2 as GFP fusion proteins were constructed by inserting a cassette to fuse
GFP to the N terminus of each of these proteins. A set of plasmids derived from
the nonreplicating vector pCM691 (27) was used for the construction of strains
with an integrated transgene expressing the same proteins described above.
These plasmids contained the gap promoter for driving expression of the target
protein and a selectable marker for resistance to carboxin. The level of protein
expressed from one of the self-replicating plasmids was virtually the same as that
from an integrated transgene judged by the almost-equal complementation of
the radiation sensitivity of any of the tester strains. For simplicity in nomencla-
ture, U. maydis strains expressing a protein from a transgene, whether on a
self-replicating plasmid or integrated into the genome, will be denoted as mu-
tant/protein expressed, e.g., rec2/Rad51, indicating rec2 mutant cells expressing
Rad51 without any tag, or rec2/GFP-Rec2, indicating rec2 mutant cells expressing
GFP-tagged Rec2, etc.

Coprecipitation/pull-down analysis. E. coli strain BL21(DE3) (Novagen) cells
cotransformed with pairs of plasmids expressing proteins with MBP or hexahis-
tidine affinity tags were grown in Luria broth with appropriate antibiotics to
mid-log phase, induced with isopropyl-�-D-galactoside, and cultured at 16 or
23°C to maximize solubility of expressed proteins. Harvested cells were crushed
by passage through a French press in a solution of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 200
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.5% NP-40, 2 mM MgCl2,
benzonase nuclease (10 units; Novagen), and 20% glycerol and centrifuged at
40,000 � g for 30 min. A slurry of affinity resin, either nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose
(QIAGEN) charged with Ni2� or amylose-agarose beads (100 �l; New England
Biolabs), was mixed with 500 �l cell extract, and the beads were collected,
washed, and then eluted with a solution of 80 �l 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 200
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 0.5% NP-40 containing either
10 mM maltose or 250 mM imidazole. Western blotting was performed after
electrophoretic transfer of proteins to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes with
anti-MBP antiserum (New England Biolabs), His-tagged monoclonal antibody
(Novagen), or affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal anti-Rad51 antibodies raised
against U. maydis Rad51 protein. Complexes were visualized by chemilumines-
cence with horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies (Amersham
Biosciences).

RESULTS

DNA damage-induced focus formation. It has been well es-
tablished in a number of experimental systems that Rad51
assembles into intranuclear foci along with other recombina-
tional repair proteins in response to DNA damage. GFP-
tagged versions of the corresponding proteins have been found
to respond similarly (16, 34, 61), supporting the notion that the
intracellular behavior of the tagged proteins accurately depicts
the true biological activity. The foci are thought to mark sites
of active recombinational repair and are also observed at a low
frequency in undamaged cells, likely reflecting the recruitment
of the repair proteins to spontaneously damaged sites, such as
those arising from replication fork collapse. As in the cases of
mammalian and yeast systems (16, 34, 61), modification of U.
maydis Rad51 by GFP tagging has an effect on the ability to
complement the radiation sensitivity of rad51 mutant cells
(FIG 1). However, significant biological activity remains, and
there is no dominant-negative interference when GFP-Rad51
is expressed in wild-type cells, supporting the general consen-
sus that the behavior of the fusion protein is biologically rele-
vant. Previously, we observed that GFP-Rad51 focus formation
after DNA damage by ionizing radiation was eliminated in
both brh2 and dss1 mutants (31). Since Brh2 serves to nucleate
Rad51 filament formation during DNA strand exchange reac-
tions in vitro (60) and since Dss1 forms a tight complex with
Brh2 and is required for its activation (30, 31), the implication
is that the physical interaction between Brh2 and Rad51 is
important for recruiting Rad51 to sites of DNA damage.

While Brh2 (and Dss1) is necessary for Rad51 focus forma-

tion, we were interested to learn if it was sufficient. Following
DNA damage induced with UV irradiation, cells with Rad51
foci accumulated over a period of several hours, with the max-
imal fraction of focus-containing cells in the population occur-
ring approximately 4 h posttreatment (Fig. 1). These kinetics
are somewhat delayed with respect to the time course observed
previously with Rad51 foci formed following gamma irradia-
tion (31), probably reflecting differences in the nature of the
DNA damage and in the cellular response to the different types
of damage. No Rad51 foci were observed in the rec2 mutant
following irradiation with UV. As the foci represent aggregates
of Rad51 that presumably reflect the formation of nucleopro-
tein filaments at sites of DNA damage or replication fork
collapse, this result could suggest a role for Rec2 in promoting
the establishment of Rad51 filaments.

By this same logic, if one assumes that the physical interac-
tion between Rad51 and Rec2, observed previously by two-
hybrid analysis, is functionally important, then it might be
predicted that recruitment of Rec2 to damage-induced foci
would be dependent on Rad51 and, in turn, ultimately depen-
dent on Brh2. To investigate this notion, we monitored Rec2
focus formation in cells expressing the GFP-tagged protein,
which is fully active in complementing the UV sensitivity of the
rec2 mutant (data not shown). As in the case of Rad51, in the
absence of exogenous DNA damage, cells expressing GFP-
Rec2 exhibited diffuse fluorescence within the nucleus. Rec2
foci were evident only in a small fraction of cells in the popu-
lation in normal growth, but following DNA damage by UV
light, the number of cells with Rec2 foci increased substan-
tially. By visual comparison, the Rec2 foci were less intense
than Rad51 foci. The time course of cells accumulating Rec2
foci was not completely coincident with that of Rad51 but
appeared slightly advanced by comparison (Fig. 1B). After
converting the data to a cumulative form to enable higher
precision (38), it also seemed apparent that there was displace-
ment of the fraction of cells with Rec2 foci to an earlier stage
relative to cells with Rad51 foci. This observation could be
interpreted to mean that Rec2 is recruited to sites of damage
slightly earlier than Rad51, although other interpretations are
possible. By the same token, the cumulative curve of Brh2
focus formation was almost coincident with that of Rad51. As
it is likely that Rad51 is more abundant than Brh2, given Brh2’s
activity in nucleating assembly of Rad51 filaments, we tend to
favor the view that Rec2 has some priority in recruitment to
damaged sites.

When the genetic requirements were examined, it was found
that Rec2 focus formation was independent not only of Rad51
but also of Brh2, as focus formation was completely competent
in the deletion mutants following radiation damage (Fig. 1C).
Similarly, Brh2 foci formed in the absence of Rad51 as well as
in the absence of Rec2. Again, the GFP modification had no
effect on the ability to complement the UV sensitivity of the
brh2 mutant. Thus, Rad51 is dependent on Rec2 as well as on
Brh2 for focus formation, but neither Rec2 nor Brh2 has a
requirement for Rad51. These findings imply that both Rec2
and Brh2 can access sites in DNA requiring repair in an au-
tonomous fashion. A similar observation was made with the
BRCA2-related protein CeBRC-2 from C. elegans, which was
also found to form foci after DNA damage independently of
Rad51 (36).
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Rec2 interaction with Brh2. A question of interest was
whether Rec2 can associate with Brh2. We initially tested for
an interaction between Brh2 and Rec2 using yeast two-hybrid
methodology. However, an interpretation of the findings was
not straightforward due to the problematical behavior of the
Gal4 fusion proteins. Therefore, we turned to coprecipitation
or pull-down procedures to test for an interaction between
Brh2 and Rec2 directly. We were unable to obtain clear, re-
producible signals from affinity-tagged proteins expressed in U.
maydis, likely due to the high levels of vicious proteases re-
leased when U. maydis cells were ruptured, and so we switched
our efforts to expressing the proteins in E. coli. The procedure
was to coexpress the proteins in E. coli, capture appropriately
tagged proteins on affinity beads after opening the cells, and
then identify interacting proteins by Western blotting. As a
validation control, we tested the system by checking for inter-
actions between Rec2 and Rad51, since we had previously
determined that these two proteins interact using the two-
hybrid procedure (29). In this case, Rec2 was tagged with a
hexahistidine leader sequence (His-Rec2), while Rad51 was
untagged. Previous work had already established that the His
tag had no negative effect on the DNA repair activity of Rec2

(4). Therefore, extracts were prepared from cells expressing
the proteins and spun at high speed to remove insoluble ma-
terial. His-Rec2 was selectively captured using nitrilotriacetic
acid-agarose charged with Ni2�, bound material was then
eluted using imidazole, and proteins were separated by gel
electrophoresis. By Western blotting with anti-Rad51 antibod-
ies, it was evident that Rad51 associated with Rec2 (Fig. 2A).
In addition, Rad51 was found to associate with the Rec2 N-
terminal domain when expressed separately as a His fusion
(His-Rec2 NT), although based on the relative intensities of
the bands, it would appear that the interaction between Rad51
and the Rec2 N-terminal domain is considerably weaker than
that with full-length Rec2. To eliminate any complications in
interpretation as a result of mutual, adventitious binding to
DNA, all preparations were treated with benzonase nuclease
to hydrolyze nucleic acids, but we observed no difference in
pull-down patterns regardless of the benzonase treatment. The
results obtained conform to the yeast two-hybrid results and
thus confirm the Rec2-Rad51 interaction.

A general problem with this approach is the lack of unifor-
mity in expression of the various proteins. Therefore, the in-
terpretation of the results should be taken only in the qualita-

FIG. 1. Focus formation. Wild-type (WT) (UCM350) cells expressing GFP-Rad51, Rec2, or Brh2 were viewed by differential interference
contrast (DIC) imaging and fluorescence microscopy without fixation. (A) Cells were examined for focus formation 4 h after irradiation with UV
(30 J/m2). Cells with representative Brh2, Rad51, or Rec2 foci are shown. Typically, cells had one to two foci. Bar indicates 3 �m. (B) The fraction
of cells with foci at each time point was determined after counting approximately 200 cells. The cumulative representations of each distribution
are shown on the right. (C) rec2 (UCM54), brh2 (UCM565), or rad51 (UCM628) mutant cells expressing GFP-Rad51, Rec2, or Brh2 were
examined for foci at 2 and 4 h as described above. �, competent in focus formation; �, no focus formation. (D) Survival of rad51, rec2, and brh2
mutant strains expressing GFP-tagged or untagged Rad51, Rec2, or Brh2, respectively, after irradiation with UV (120 J/m2) and, in the case of
rad51, with gamma rays (400 Gy). Serial 10-fold dilutions of cell suspensions were spotted from left to right as shown.
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tive sense without attempting to draw any specific conclusions
concerning stoichiometries. With this proviso in mind, we ad-
dressed the question of whether there is a physical interaction
between Rec2 and Brh2 using Brh2 tagged with MBP to pull
down His-tagged Rec2. Previously, we established that the
MBP tag had little or no negative effect on the DNA repair
activity of Brh2 (31). Thus, the procedure devised was to pre-
pare extracts from cells expressing the tagged proteins, mix the
soluble supernatant with amylose beads, and then specifically
elute MBP-Brh2 complexes from the beads using buffer con-
taining maltose. The identity of the proteins was determined in
Western blots using antibodies directed against the MBP tag or
His tag. In controls, MBP-Brh2 protein expressed alone was
found highly enriched in the amylose bead eluate, whereas
His-Rec2 was absent in amylose bead eluates when expressed
by itself. When extracts from cells coexpressing MBP-Brh2 and
His-Rec2 were tested, His-Rec2 was pulled down with MBP-
Brh2, indicating a direct interaction between Brh2 and Rec2
(Fig. 2B). The Rec2 N-terminal domain was also found to
interact with Brh2. The His-Rec2 NT was expressed better by

comparison to the full-length Rec2, which most likely accounts
for why there appears to be more His-Rec2 NT in the pull
down with MBP-Brh2 than is the case with the full-length
His-Rec2.

Structural studies of Rad51 have identified a key motif in the
linker region joining the N-terminal and ATPase domains that
serves at the interface between neighboring subunits (1, 13, 39,
46, 58). The motif forms an element that is thought to zip onto
the adjacent Rad51 molecule through docking of a phenylala-
nine residue in the former with a hydrophobic pocket in the
latter. A similar ball-and-socket coupling is proposed to be
mimicked by the BRC-Rad51 interaction. However, no corre-
sponding docking site is evident by sequence alignment of
Rec2, so the basis for the Brh2-Rec2 interaction is not clear.
Nevertheless, to determine whether an analogous pocket
might be present in Rec2, in spite of the absence of any se-
quence motif, we tested whether BRC by itself could interact
with Rec2. We isolated the BRC motif to an 80-amino-acid
stretch of the Brh2 N-terminal region and expressed this as a
fusion protein with MBP. In the control, Rad51 was efficiently
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FIG. 2. Rec2 interactions. E. coli strains expressing the indicated proteins were processed as described in Materials and Methods. After specific
elution from affinity resins, samples were electrophoresed in 10% polyacrylamide gels containing sodium dodecyl sulfate and analyzed by Western
blotting. (A) His-Rec2 and His-Rec2 NT (Rec21–174) interact with Rad51. NTA, nitrilotriacetic acid. (B) MBP-Brh2 interacts with His-Rec2 and
His-Rec2 NT (Rec21–174). (C) His-Rad51 interacts with MBP-BRC (Brh2260–330) but not with MBP-BRCpm (point mutations FT294 and 296AA).
(D) His-Rec2 interacts with MBP-BRC (Brh2260–330) but not with MBP-BRCpm (point mutations FT294 and 296AA). (E) His-Rec2 interacts with
MBP-Rec2.
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pulled down by MBP-BRC, although there was a low level of
background signal from Rad51 (Fig. 2C). The basis for this is
unknown but seems more likely due to Rad51 self-aggregation
than any genuine association of Rad51 with the amylose resin.
In the experimental case, it was clear that Rec2 could be
efficiently pulled down by MBP-BRC although at a somewhat
lower efficiency than with Rad51 (Fig. 2D). As a control, we
tested whether the BRC element modified by mutations that
are known to abrogate the interaction with Rad51 in other
systems would lose the ability to associate with Rec2. The
phenylalanine and threonine residues F294 and T296, corre-
sponding to amino acids essential in BRC’s interaction with
Rad51 (11, 14, 39), were changed to alanine. The MBP-BRC
fusion with these two point mutations (BRCpm) was severely
reduced in its ability to interact with Rad51, as expected (Fig.
2C), and concomitantly was also abrogated in the interaction
with Rec2 (Fig. 2D). These findings suggest that a structural
feature similar to the Rad51 oligomerization motif docking site
could be present in Rec2.

Finally, we wished to confirm our earlier findings, based on
two-hybrid analysis, that Rec2 could interact with itself (29).
Using MBP-Rec2 in the pull down, it was clear that His-Rec2
could be captured (Fig. 2E). These data provide additional
support for the notion that Rec2 is capable of self-interaction.

Suppression of rec2 radiation sensitivity. In light of the
physical interaction between Rec2 and Brh2 plus Rad51’s re-
quirement for both Rec2 and Brh2 in DNA damage-induced
focus formation, it might be supposed that Rec2 and Brh2
cooperate with each other in some overlapping manner to
enable Rad51. If their action is to work as interacting partners,
then one might compensate for the loss of the other when
present at high levels. Therefore, a question of interest was
whether overexpression of Rec2 could suppress the radiation
sensitivity of the brh2 mutant and vice versa. For these deter-
minations, we introduced the appropriate gene driven by a
strong constitutive promoter into the strain to be tested via a
self-replicating plasmid or by integration into the genome. We
emphasize that in this set of experiments, it was the native,
untagged protein being expressed. Unfortunately, using poly-
clonal antibodies raised against the recombinant proteins, we
were unable to unequivocally detect any of the proteins of
interest in crude cell extracts by Western blotting, and so we
could not make an assessment of the level of overexpression in
any case. However, introduction of each transgene into its
corresponding mutant partner completely complemented the
phenotype as determined by recovery of radiation resistance
(Fig. 3A). Therefore, we were able to conclude that expression
of the transgenes is strong enough to provide a level of protein
sufficient for normal DNA repair activity.

The transgene expressing Rec2 introduced into the brh2
mutant failed to suppress the radiation sensitivity (Fig. 3B).
Similarly, no suppression of radiation sensitivity was observed
when the transgenes expressing Rec2 were expressed in the
rad51 mutant. In contrast, when a transgene expressing Brh2
was introduced in the rec2 mutant, there was substantial re-
covery of both UV and gamma radiation resistance (Fig. 3A
and B). Rad51 was partially active in restoring resistance to
gamma radiation when introduced as a transgene in rec2 but
weakly active in restoring resistance to UV by comparison with
Brh2. With regard to this latter observation, promoter strength

may come into play here, since no suppression of rec2’s UV
sensitivity was noted in a previous study when Rad51 was
expressed from its natural promoter (17). In addition, Brh2-
RPA70, the Dss1-independent Brh2 variant with the natural
DNA binding domain replaced by that from the RPA70 sub-
unit, was very active in suppressing both UV and gamma sen-
sitivity of rec2. This Brh2 fusion was previously reported to be
able to complement the radiation sensitivity of brh2 as well as
dss1 with remarkable proficiency and to be hyperactive in pro-
moting recombination (31).

As another approach to measure activity in suppressing the
rec2 repair deficiency, we examined GFP-Rad51 focus forma-
tion in strains expressing Brh2 and Brh2-RPA70 (Fig. 3C).
Expression of Brh2 in the rec2 mutant elevated the spontane-
ous level of GFP-Rad51 focus formation severalfold higher
than in a control strain expressing Rec2, while expression of
Brh2-RPA70 had a more pronounced effect. After a 40-Gy
dose of ionizing radiation, the frequency of cells with GFP-
Rad51 foci in the strain expressing Bh2 was similar to that of
the Rec2 control when sampled 1 h after irradiation. However,
the frequency was much higher when Brh2-RPA70 was ex-
pressed, indicating an imbalanced recovery in function. Rec2
expressed in the brh2 mutant had no ability to restore GFP-
Rad51 focus formation. These findings suggest that Brh2 and
Rec2 are not interchangeable cofactors governing Rad51 but
have specific nonoverlapping functions.

Suppression of rec2 recombination deficiency. Notwithstand-
ing the increased resistance to radiation and the recovery of
damaged-induced Rad51 focus formation afforded to the rec2
mutant by transgene expression of Brh2, it would not neces-
sarily be expected that the integrity of the repair process would
be restored to normal in the absence of Rec2. To explore this
issue in more detail, we investigated recombination activity in
rec2 strains expressing Brh2 or the hyperactive variant Brh2-
RPA70. From the early studies conducted by Holliday, it has
been known that the rec2 mutant exhibits a nearly normal level
of spontaneous recombination between heteroalleles (23).
However, unlike the case in the wild type, there is no large
increase in recombination following DNA damage in the rec2
mutant cells that survive. When a transgene expressing Rec2
was introduced into a rec2 diploid strain, there was complete
complementation of the recombination deficiency as evi-
denced by the virtually identical dose-dependent responses in
recombination following UV irradiation (Fig. 4). In a rec2
strain expressing Brh2, and to an even greater extent in a strain
expressing Brh2-RPA70, spontaneous and UV-induced recom-
bination were markedly higher than in the wild type.

During rec2 meiosis, the process is aborted, presumably due
to a failure in repair of Spo11-induced double-strand DNA
breaks. Teliospores are produced from matings between com-
patible haploid strains, and normally, these germinate after
about 18 h, with the development of a promycelium or meta-
basidium that septates into compartments housing each of the
four uninucleate meiotic products (37). Haploid basidiospores
with an unlimited capacity for growth arise after a postmeiotic
division by budding off from the individual metabasidium com-
partments. In rec2 homozygous crosses, teliospores germinate
to form a promycelium, but subsequent processes cease, as
evidenced by the lack of septation and the complete failure in
formation of viable basidiospores when plated on rich medium.
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In matings between rec2 strains in which one parent con-
tained a transgene expressing Brh2, there was no change in the
ability of the teliospores to progress further in the meiotic cycle
(Table 1). However, expression of Brh2-RPA70 resulted in a
significant improvement in meiotic development as measured
by basidiospore formation and colony-forming activity, ap-
proaching a third of the wild-type level. However, it was clear
from the extremely ragged and irregular colony morphology
that meiosis in rec2 � rec2/Brh2-RPA70, while enabled, was
probably disturbed (Fig. 5). This was evident by an assay for
chromosome missegregation that measures heterozygosity at
the mating type loci (2). In wild-type crosses, �99% of the
meiotic progeny are monosomic at the mating type loci as
determined by the infrequent formation of white fuzzy colonies
which represent disomes heterozygous at the a and b mating
type loci. By contrast, almost half of the viable cells arising
from the rec2 � rec2/Brh2-RPA70 cross were disomic for the

mating type loci, indicating a significant failure in proper chro-
mosome distribution (compare Fig. 5E and F). We also mea-
sured allelic recombination in these meioses but found that the
frequency was almost identical to that of the wild type (Table
1). This suggests that in meiosis, Spo11-initiated events are
limiting in terms of the extent of recombination regardless of
the hyperactive state of Brh2. Thus, recombination can be
facilitated in the absence of Rec2 to a considerable extent by
Brh2, even more so by the hyperactive variant Brh2-RPA70,
and exclusively so by Brh2-RPA70 in meiosis, but the quality of
these processes appears corrupted.

DISCUSSION

As the single Rad51 paralog present in U. maydis, Rec2
provides an integral function to the recombinational repair
system powered by Rad51 and regulated by Brh2 and Dss1.

FIG. 3. Suppression of rec2 radiation sensitivity and restoration of Rad51 focus formation. (A) rec2 strains (UCM54) expressing Rad51, Brh2,
Brh2-RPA70, RPA70, or Rec2 were tested for survival after irradiation with UV (120 J/m2) or gamma rays (400 Gy). Serial 10-fold dilutions of
cell suspensions were spotted from left to right as shown. wt, wild type. (B) rad51 (UCM628) or brh2 (UCM565) strains expressing untagged Rad51, Rec2,
or Brh2 were tested for survival after irradiation with UV as described above. (C) GFP-Rad51 was expressed in rec2 strains with integrated transgenes
expressing Brh2, Brh2-RPA70, or Rec2. Cells were monitored for Rad51 focus formation 60 min after administering a 40-Gy dose of gamma rays.
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Expressed by itself, the N-terminal region of Rec2 interferes
with functions normally processed by Brh2 and attendant com-
ponents such as promoting survival after radiation-induced
damage (29). This disturbance is particularly striking in meiotic
chromosome disjunction, where the frequency of missegrega-
tion caused by the rec2 allele expressing the N-terminal domain
is comparable to that in crosses heterozygous for brh2 (28).
These genetic interactions have suggested the possibility of
some more physical interplay between Rec2 and components
of the recombinational repair system. Here, we have found
that Rec2, in addition to Rad51, interacts directly with Brh2.

Moreover, coprecipitation experiments in this study show that
the Rec2 N-terminal domain by itself has the capacity to in-
teract with Brh2, thus providing a mechanistic link rationaliz-
ing earlier observations on its ability to interfere with functions
performed by Brh2. By sequence comparison, no obvious run
of residues resembling the Rad51 polymerization motif is ev-
ident in Rec2. Furthermore, since the Rad51 domain(s) im-
portant in the interplay with the extreme C-terminal region of
BRCA2 (CRE) is not yet defined, it is premature to know
whether a related element is present in Rec2. It is possible that
structural elements resembling the BRC or the CRE docking
site are present in Rec2 and are suitable as binding interfaces

FIG. 4. Hyperactive allelic recombination. rec2/rec2 homozygous
diploid strains (UCM110) heteroallelic at the ino1 locus and express-
ing Rec2, Brh2, or Brh2-RPA70 from a transgene, plus a wild-type
control strain (UCM96), were irradiated with increasing doses of UV
light and plated onto minimal medium to score Ino� recombinants or
onto YEPS to monitor cell viability. Five independent cultures of each
strain were tested. The mean frequencies and standard deviations are
shown. wt, wild type.

FIG. 5. Meiotic rescue. Teliospores obtained from wild-type and
rec2/rec2 homozygous crosses with or without an integrated transgene
expressing Brh2-RPA70 were germinated on YEPS at 30°C for 38 h.
(A) Teliospores (wild type) before germination viewed at �1,000 mag-
nification. (B) rec2/rec2 teliospores at 38 h after germination, arrested
after promycelium formation. (C) rec2/rec2/Brh2-RPA70 microcolo-
nies at 38 h. (D) Wild-type microcolonies at 38 h. Microcolonies from
rec2/rec2/Brh2-RPA70 (E) and the wild type (F) were collected and
dispersed to single cells which were spread onto medium containing
charcoal to enable fuzz formation. Colonies appearing after incubation
for 3 days were recorded. A section from petri dishes with Fuz�

(white) and Fuz� (gray) colonies is shown.

TABLE 1. Suppression of rec2 meiotic deficiency by Brh2-RPA70

Crossa Basidiospore
viabilityb (%)

Fuz�

progenyc (%)
Recombination

frequency (10�4)d

wt � wt 45 	 10 0.8 7.8
rec2 � rec2 
10�3

rec2 � rec2/Brh2 
10�3

rec2 � rec2/Brh2-RPA70 15 	 5 46 7.6

a Strains were as follows: wild type (wt) � wt, UCM350 � UCM567; rec2 �
rec2, UCM54 � UCM626.

b Teliospores were spread on YEPS plates and incubated for 5 days. Colony
formation was taken as a measurement of viable basidiospore generation.

c A total of 200 to 300 random meiotic products obtained after germinating
teliospores for 36 h and then dispersing microcolonies into single cells were
spread onto medium containing charcoal. The percentage of colonies that turned
white and fuzzy was determined after incubation for 3 days.

d Teliospores from UCM350 � UCM567 (wt � wt) and UCM54 � UCM626
(rec2 � rec2/Brh2-RPA70) were germinated on YEPS for 38 h. Microcolonies
were collected and dispersed into single cells which were spread onto supple-
mented minimal medium containing nitrate as the sole nitrogen source to de-
termine recombination and on YEPS to determine viability. Nar� recombinants
were identified as colonies appearing on nitrate minimal medium after 5 days.
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but that these are simply unrecognizable from the primary
sequence. However, recent analysis of BRC peptides binding
to Rad51 filaments by electron microscopy image reconstruc-
tion provide evidence for interaction through an undefined site
in the N-terminal domain of Rad51 that is distinct from the
polymerization interface (21). Perhaps a related region is
present in the N-terminal domain of Rec2, and it is this that
mediates the interplay with Brh2.

A key point for experimentation in this study was whether
there might be functional overlap or redundancy between Brh2
and Rec2. This issue was raised since both Brh2 and Rec2
physically interact with Rad51 and since both are necessary for
the formation of DNA damage-induced Rad51 nuclear foci but
are able to form foci independently of each other and in the
absence of Rad51. The results show that Brh2 and Rec2 are
not interchangeable. There is no reciprocity in their ability to
compensate for each other. Rather, there is a fixed hierarchy in
their interaction with Rad51 to the effect that in the absence of
Rec2, cells can survive radiation damage and recover a sub-
stantial degree of proficiency in recombination if the level of
Brh2 is increased. These observations suggest that Brh2, not
Rad51, is limiting in promoting repair and that its role is to
enable Rad51 to promote repair while that of Rec2 is to con-
tribute to establishing the quality or integrity of the Rad51
filament. The hyperactivity of the Brh2-RPA70 fusion in mi-
tosis and meiosis, which is partly a consequence of its freedom
from Dss1 regulation, is an indication of Rad51’s innate pro-
miscuity in promoting recombination once it gains access to
DNA.

Our observations are reminiscent of previous studies on
phenotype suppression in Saccharomyces cerevisiae rad55/
rad57 and dmc1 mutants and in chicken DT40 cell lines with a
deletion of the Rad51 paralogs. In S. cerevisiae, the two Rad51
paralogs, Rad55 and Rad57, are required for resistance to
ionizing radiation and for proficiency in DNA double-strand-
break-induced homologous recombination, and in the verte-
brate system, all five Rad51 paralogs, Xrcc2, Xrcc3, Rad51B,
Rad51C, and Rad51D, are required for DNA repair and re-
combination proficiency. Overexpression of Rad51 partially
corrects the sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents of the yeast
and chicken paralog mutants (22, 26, 55, 56). In addition,
overexpression of Rad51 largely suppresses the meiotic defects
of dmc1 (57). No information is available yet as to whether
overexpressing BRCA2 might suppress the repair deficiency of
the paralog mutants in DT40 cell lines. However, it should be
noted that overexpression of Rad52 had only a marginal effect
on suppressing X-ray sensitivity of a rad55 or rad57 mutant
when expressed by itself but could improve survival substan-
tially when overexpressed together with Rad51 (22). Paradox-
ically, Rad52 was reported to be toxic when overexpressed in
xrcc3 mutant DT40 cells (20).

Until recently, the paralogs were thought to act during the
early stages of DNA repair by facilitating loading and stabili-
zation of RAD51 onto single-stranded DNA. In yeast, this
notion was supported by the genetic studies on phenotype
suppression noted above and by the observation that certain
rad51 mutant alleles encoding proteins that bind DNA more
tightly could bypass the requirement for Rad55 and Rad57 in
recombination and repair proficiency (18, 22, 26). In the higher
eukaryotes, the notion was supported by the observations that

formation of damage-induced RAD51 foci, which are thought
to correspond to sites of DNA repair, is dependent on the
paralogs and that overexpression of RAD51 partially sup-
presses the DNA repair deficiency in paralog mutant cells (55,
56). In addition, in vitro studies with purified proteins have
shown that certain paralogs can serve as mediators enhancing
Rad51-catalyzed DNA strand exchange by overcoming the in-
hibitory effects of RPA (50, 54) or by maintaining Rad51 in an
ATP-bound state (45). On the other hand, recent evidence has
implicated the paralogs functioning at a stage after the loading
of Rad51 onto single-stranded DNA. In yeast, by use of chro-
matin immunoprecipitation analysis, it was concluded that
Rad55 was required for formation of strand invasion interme-
diates (52), while in mammalian cells, accumulating evidence
for certain paralogs has suggested roles in stabilizing hetero-
duplex DNA formed in the wake of Rad51-promoted strand
exchange (9) and also in Holliday junction processing (35).
How and when Rec2 functions is still an open question. The
possibility that Rad51 filament formation is a dynamic process
required throughout recombination and potentiated during the
entire course by Rec2 cannot be excluded.

From the studies reported here, it seems clear that Rec2,
Brh2, and Rad51 form an axis of function about which the
recombinational repair process revolves and depends upon for
execution and control. While Rad51 provides the catalytic
muscle to power recombination, Rec2 and Brh2 provide the
governance and regulation. The importance of Rec2 in the
process is evident, even without any knowledge of molecular
interplay, from the sensitivity to radiation, loss of recombina-
tion proficiency, and abortive meiosis that result from its ab-
sence. Assembly of Rad51 into damage-induced nuclear foci
fails in the absence of Rec2. Yet Rec2 itself has a measure of
autonomy in its action, being independent of Rad51 and Brh2
in its own ability to assemble into foci following DNA damage.
The activity of Rec2 in recombination is likely to be in con-
junction with that of Brh2, given their physical interaction and
Brh2’s capacity to compensate for the loss of Rec2. This latter
attribute is particularly striking in the case of the hyperactive
Brh2-RPA70 fusion, which can rescue meiosis and promote an
elevated frequency of allelic recombination. Thus, there is a
dualism in Rec2, one arm serving to activate recombination
function and the other arm serving to temper it.

The emerging picture of the Rad51 filament features a dy-
namic structure subject to the opposing forces of assembly and
dissociation (10, 41). Promoting the formation of the structure,
stabilizing it, maintaining the ATP-bound state, and promoting
the transition to disassembly are all possible stages for impos-
ing regulation. At what level Rec2 acts and how it works
together with Brh2 to promote and potentiate the assembly of
the Rad51 filament await discovery. We expect that the appli-
cation of chromatin immunoprecipitation methodology to or-
dering the molecular events of filament establishment together
with experimentation on the combined actions of Rec2, Brh2,
and Rad51 using purified proteins will provide a revealing
picture of this molecular triangle.
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